How a Chef’s Philosophy Can
Improve a Brand’s Creative

// You’re sitting at your favorite restaurant with a sense of

See how this approach can

excitement. When your entrée arrives, everything about it

sharpen your brand’s creative

appeals to your senses. Fresh colors and inviting shapes
engage your eyes, complex succulence envelopes your
nostrils, balanced flavors and satisfying textures delight your

work. Contact David Zaritsky
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palate. This part of the overall dining experience is conceived

to talk and explore relevant

by the focused mind and talented hands of the master chef.

case studies.

Organization is the order of the day. Some people think a creative mind is a chaotic force that’s

Discover 3 “mise en place” principles
that apply to creative work.

unleashed to find ideas from the inspirational ether.
We don’t. That’s because we know that a poor creative
product isn’t due to a lack of talent, intelligence, or hard

work. It comes from a deficit of the right philosophy—one that fosters the intensive focus needed
to generate work that captures customers’ rational and emotional senses and drives action.

1

PREP THE WAY TO SUCCESS // How many times have you seen creative ideas that leave
you scratching your head, wondering how they’ll fit with your brand or marketing plan? One time
is really too many.
In our experience, lots of creative people start conceptual thinking too soon, without fully preparing
their minds with the right details needed to effectively plan their creative approach.
This may sound obvious to do, but it’s rarely done well. For a chef, this means doing everything from
planning the menu and buying ingredients to efficiently placing knives and pans in the kitchen.
This preparation principle drives our creatives to work first with account and strategy partners
who give them a deep understanding of the target customer’s desires, motivations, and goals.
No creative work should be done until the strengths and weaknesses of the promotional
landscape—from competitor campaigns to the client’s own past work—are fully grasped.

2

MAKE PROCESS THE CREATIVE MUSE // When was the last time your marketing
partner’s creative team expressed excitement about rigorous process? If you can’t remember,
you have a problem.
We find it best to begin our pen-to-paper process by partnering with clients to create their Brand
Vision. It’s an aspirational, almost unattainable, statement of intent that boils down the ultimate goal
of the brand. Then we combine the Brand Vision with all our gained knowledge to craft the Brand
Brief, which guides all subsequent creative work. Only after the Brand Brief is approved does our
informed conceptual thinking start.
All of our creative thinking is guided by conceptual imperatives that ensure our work is original,
meaningful, ownable, and relevant. Finally, we use Customer Experience (CX) drivers that increase
the impact of our creative solutions—through engagement, sharing, and precise measurement
across tactics and channels.

The PulseCX Brand Brief
A bite-sized and satisfying
creative execution resource

3

STAY PRESENT TO ENSURE MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE // Running a successful
kitchen takes more than preparing delicious food. It requires a vigilant eye on time and the bottom
line. To do this, chefs use the “mise en place” concept of mindfulness to get the most from resources
and boost excellence.
Clients’ budgets can’t accommodate a single wasted dollar or hour, so we believe in a creative
department that maintains a “stay present” mindset. Instead of working in traditionally siloed
brand teams, empowering more collaborative creative brand sponsors is crucial. They lead all of
the agency’s art and copy work, and

Running a creative department is all about
approaching perfection. Of course, it’s impossible to
be perfect. But by leveraging the principles of “mise
en place”, we can get closer for our clients every day.

are able to learn from and assist other
sponsors to improve executional effort.
The “Master Chef” approach allows
creatives to transcend job titles and

helps them be as nimble as possible. It creates incremental improvement that’s driven from the
hunger for subjective feedback and objective analytics. Just like for a great chef, resting on talent
alone is not the recipe for growing success.

Discover how an approach used
by master chefs can improve your
brand’s creative campaign and
tactics. Contact David Zaritsky
at dzaritsky@PulseCX.com to
discuss and review Customer
Experience (CX) case studies that
can impact your brand.

